Honda odyssey steel rims

For more information on the difference between steel and alloy wheels, read "Alloy vs. If you
own a Subaru, Volkswagen, Toyota or Honda, odds are we may have a steel wheel to fit your
vehicle. Steel wheels offer manyâ€¦. Or search for another vehicle below. Sorry, your vehicle
has changed in ourâ€¦. After our initial blast of winter in October and November, I really haven't
had aâ€¦. Steel wheels are available for some common vehicles including most years of
Volkswagens, Volvos, Hondas and Toyotas. Don't forget wheel covers! They will be displayed
after you add the steel wheels to your shopping cart. To put this statement to the test, we took
two identical Honda Civics to a local hockey rink and ran them through a series of acceleration,
braking and cornering tests. We equipped one car with the Bridgestoneâ€¦. Over five
generations, the Honda CR-V has grown from a boxy, small SUV when first introduced in , to the
mature and civilized mid-size crossover vehicle that it is today. As the vehicle has grown, so
has it's tire and wheel size. We offer Original Equipment replacements for Honda vehicles.
Prices vary by application. We can install the new sensors onto the wheels, however Honda
vehicles need to be taken to the dealership to do a reset on the system. This reset has to be
done every time wheels and tiresâ€¦. This season we decided to use one of the more popular
front-wheel drive vehicles in the U. The Civic was equipped with traction control and ABS, as
well as front-wheel drive. We ran two separate tests with one comparing the winterâ€¦. Select
the 50mm offset version that's closer to your Original Equipment wheel's offset. The other
option is 6. For reference, the Original Equipment 17" wheel â€¦. When shopping for tires for the
Honda Odyssey most customers tend to look for tires that are quiet, comfortable riding and
provide good traction in snow and on ice. Because of the large open space inside the cabin of
the minivan, road noise is always an issue. Choosing the right tire can really makeâ€¦. Wheel
selection mostly comes down to personal taste. There's often a debate on whether to use a
steel wheel or alloy option when it comes to driving in winter conditions. To learn about the
differences between the two types of wheels, take a look at "Alloy vs. Steel Wheels in Winterâ€¦.
As for wheels, the 16x6. Thinking of going to a winter set-up on your Toyota, Honda or Lexus
and really don't want to add a tire pressure monitoring system sensors to your new wheels
because you'll have to go back to your dealer for calibration? We headed to a local ice rink to
measure the stopping, acceleration and cornering comparisons between the Bridgestone
Blizzak WS70 and theâ€¦. Need help choosing the right product for your vehicle? Our team of
highly trained experts has the knowledge and passion to help. Just pick up the phone and give
us a ring. Our experts love solving problems and lending a hand or ear. Why Tire Rack? Order
Tracking Customer Support. Honda Steel Wheels. If you are seeing this message, we have
detected that Javascript support is currently disabled in your browser preferences. Search By
Vehicle. Advice Reviews 1. Tech Articles 2. Videos All Steel Wheels Available at Tire Rack. Tire
Rack Offers Steel Wheels. Review of Winter Tires for a Honda Civic. Get Steel Wheels for this
Winter Season! Best Replacement Tires for the Honda Odyssey. Best Winter Tires for Honda
Civic. Related Products: 16x6. TPMS Required! Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6. Powered by. Skip to main
content of over 3, results for "honda odyssey wheels". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. Automotive Wheel Offset. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by your
vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Amazon's Choice for honda odyssey wheels. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE Shipping.
Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in 30 days. Only
17 left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Ages: 3 months and up. Need
help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Skip to main content of results for "honda odyssey rims". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Automotive Wheel Offset. From Our
Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:.
Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle.
FREE Shipping. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 15 left in stock
- order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon

as Tue, Mar 2. Best Seller in Hubcaps. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back
to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. We know wheels. We can help! I
cannot express my appreciation for the effort and assistance that you provided in regards to
this order. Your dedication to this issue was incredible. I was afraid my order would be fake or
never ship. Well the rims are perfect and the price even better. They see a woman and think they
can quote insanely crazy prices at auto shops. I left you a great BBB review. Thanks again and
stay safe : will order from you again for sure. Honda OEM steel rims, replica steel rims and used
steel rims at low prices Wheels and Caps carries an extensive inventory of remanufactured
Honda factory OEM steel rims, replica steel wheels and used factory steel wheels at low prices.
Inventory is located at over warehouses across the United States, which means quicker
turnaround and less travel time of your order. This translates to less downtime for you and your
Honda Odyssey. Honda Odyssey Aluminum Alloy 16x6. They are original equipment to your
vehicle and designed for your Honda Odyssey. Factory steel wheels cost far less to
manufacture than aluminum wheels, which makes them the accessory of choice for many auto
manufacturers. Not only do we carry replacement factory OEM steel rims, but you will also find
steel rim accessories like hubcaps, wheel covers and chrome wheel skins to add eye-appeal to
your Honda Odyssey steel rims. To dress up steel rims, wheel covers and hubcaps are utilized
to cover the face of the steel rim, making the rims more appealing, and giving them the look of
aluminum rims. Other products that we carry, like chrome wheel skins, also dress up your
Honda steel rims for much less than purchasing a new set of aluminum rims. Wheel skins press
easily on to the face of the rim and give your Honda steel rims an entirely new appearance.
Used factory OEM steel rims make a great alternative to purchasing a new factory OEM steel rim
or even a factory remanufactured steel rim for your Honda Odyssey. Used steel rims have been
spun to ensure they are straight and true. They are a good rim but may have some minor
cosmetic damage such as scuffs or scratches. They are far less expensive than a new Honda
Odyssey rim and will even save you over remanufactured rims. Having a difficult time finding a
replacement factory steel rim for your Honda Odyssey? Consider purchasing a replica steel rim
instead. Replica steel rims are wheels that have been manufactured for us because the factory
wheels are difficult to find for remanufacturing. Honda replica steel rims are similar to Honda
factory steel rims in every respect, except they will not have the original equipment stampings
on the back of the rim. Steel rims for your Honda Odyssey have many benefits. They are a
heavier, more durable rim, which makes them excellent to drive on in areas that receive a lot of
snow. They will add weight which will help your Honda Odyssey drive through heavy snow and
slush. Utilizing a full-size steel rim as a spare replaces the unsafe donut spare your Honda
Odyssey may already carry. Driving on a full-sized spare is much safer as you can drive your
Honda Odyssey at road speed, and it will be the same size as the other three wheels. The donut
spare is not the same size and cannot be driven on at the normal road speeds on highways.
Off-roading has become a very popular sport over the last several years. Steel rims are a great
accessory for these types of vehicles, as well as heavier work trucks. They are more durable
than aluminum rims for off road vehicles or work trucks and can handle the abuse better than
alloy rims. In winter time, aluminum rims are very prone to the effects of road salts, and they are
not very heavy. Honda Odyssey steel rims are much heavier and can plow through snow much
easier. There are many differences between steel rim and aluminum alloy rims. Aluminum alloy
rims for your Honda Odyssey, for instance, come in a wide variety of styles and finishes. Honda
Odyssey steel rims are more limited in their appearances and usually come black, although
there are some in the industry that are chrome or silver. Honda aluminum alloy rims are
lighter-weight while Honda steel rims are much heavier. If you are looking for a cost savings,
then steel rims are what you need for your Honda Odyssey. Honda Odyssey aluminum alloy
rims are much more expensive and can cost several hundred dollars to several thousand
dollars per rim. Honda steel rims also make excellent snow rims. Our Customer Support team
has extensive experience in the automotive industry, and will answer your questions quickly
and thoroughly. The only warranty a replica, remanufactured or used steel wheel carries is that

it is warrantied to be straight. We will be happy to replace it if you receive a bent steel
remanufactured wheel. Customer Support can be reached through the website. Hours of
operation are Monday through Friday, 9 a. If we receive your question after 5 p. All products,
companies, trademarks and registered trademarks are properties of their respective owners.
Manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions that are included in any image or text are used
exclusively for identification purposes. It is neither inferred nor implied that products listed are
authorized by vehicle manufacturer or is in any way connected with any vehicle manufacturer.
We are OPEN! As long as UPS is open we are also! Stay safe everyone! Keyword Search. Shop
by Vehicle - Select Make -. Shop By Category. Why buy from WheelsandCaps. Shop by Vehicle.
Benefits of steel rims: Low Prices â€” less than dealer. In particular, used steel rims are a great
buy. Heavy and durable for Honda vehicles subjected to inclement weather, tough terrain or
heavy loads. Longer lasting and less expensive than Honda aluminum wheels. Reconditioned
factory steel wheels, replica steel wheels and used steel wheels available for most Honda
Odyssey models. Get the right part for your Honda Odyssey vehicle! Page Size: 10 20 30 40
Honda Odyssey Steel Rim Accessories Not only do we carry replacement factory OEM steel
rims, but you will also find steel rim accessories like hubcaps, wheel covers and chrome wheel
skins to add eye-appeal to your Honda Odyssey steel rims. When to Use Steel Rims for your
Honda Odyssey Off-roading has become a very popular sport over the last several years. Steel
Rims vs. Aluminum Alloy Rims There are many differences between steel rim and aluminum
alloy rims. You can also follow us on:. We Proudly Accept:. We know wheels. We can help! I
cannot express my appreciation for the effort and assistance that you provided in regards to
this order. Your dedication to this issue was incredible. I was afraid my order would be fake or
never ship. Well the rims are perfect and the price even better. They see a woman and think they
can quote insanely crazy prices at auto shops. I left you a great BBB review. Thanks again and
stay safe : will order from you again for sure. Large inventory of Honda replacement steel
wheels at low prices Introduced around , steel welded spoke wheels were first installed on
vehicles. Advance to present day and you will find modernized steel wheels on many new
vehicles as they come off the assembly lines. If you need a replacement wheel for your Honda
Odyssey, we carry an extensive array of steel wheels at low prices. With over warehouses
across the U. They are original and often unique to that particular vehicle. There will be Original
Equipment stampings on the back of the wheel that is coding for Honda. We have
remanufactured factory original equipment steel wheels for your Honda Odyssey, as well as for
other makes and models. These wheels are tested for trueness straight , old paint and finishes
removed, straightened and sanded, if needed, then repainted back to original equipment
specifications. They have not been remanufactured. They are guaranteed to be true straight ,
and may have minor scuffs or scratches. Honda used factory wheels are a great alternative to
new as they are low mileage, are OEM wheels so you know they will fit your Honda Odyssey,
and are priced substantially less than new factory wheels. Replica steel wheels have been
designed and manufactured for us because some used OEM steel wheels are difficult to find for
remanufacturing. They are built and finished to the original equipment specifications of Honda
but replica wheels will not have the original equipment stampings on the back of them. If your
Honda Odyssey factory steel wheel is difficult to find, a Honda Odyssey replica wheel could be
the answer. Honda Odyssey replica steel wheels are new wheels. They look just like Honda
Odyssey factory wheels but without Honda logo and markings. Honda Odyssey replica wheels
are also a good choice if you are looking for a new Honda wheel that looks like a Honda factory
wheel without the high price of a Honda factory wheel. If are looking for a completely different
set of steel wheels for your Honda Odyssey, we highly advise visiting your Honda dealer to see
what wheels will fit your particular offsets and fitments. This will ensure your new Honda
Odyssey wheels will fit properly and give you the best performance. Wheels and Caps carries
an extensive selection of Honda Odyssey steel wheels at prices substantially less than new
Honda Odyssey steel wheels. With warehouses in nearly every state of the continental United
States, finding a replacement steel wheel for your Honda means less downtime, as the wheels
will be shipping from the closest available warehouse, and thanks to our buying power, at
prices you can afford. While not as attractive as alloy wheels, there are ways to inexpensively
dress up your Honda steel wheels, such as adding factory or aftermarket wheel covers and
hubcaps, giving them the look of an aluminum wheel. Adding a great wheel cover can make it
difficult to tell the difference between alloy wheels and steel wheels. Keeping a set of steel
wheels as a spare set makes great snow wheels. And a full-sized steel wheel is an excellent way
to replace the Honda under-sized donut spare. Not to mention the savings over aluminum
wheels! Steel rims can be used in many different instances. Consider replacing the undersized
donut spare your Honda carries. An undersized Honda wheel means you cannot drive a
highway speed limit, you are limited to the miles you can drive, and you have become a hazard

on the road to other drivers. You can also utilize steel wheels for your Honda Odyssey in the
winter time. Save your aluminum alloy wheels for summer months and use steel wheels for your
Honda Odyssey instead. Steel wheels are also heavier than aluminum alloy wheels, and will add
some weight to help your Honda get through snow drifts and deep slush. If you just want
long-wearing rims that can take a beating year over year, steel wheels might be right for your
Honda Odyssey. While they are not as pretty as alloy wheels on your Honda Odyssey, with a
great wheel cover they can look almost the same as alloy wheels and still provide you with a
durable, long-lasting wheel. Steel wheels are a great solution for truck wheels where they have
to do heavy duty work. Any truck used for hauling or driving over rough terrain is a good
candidate for steel wheels. When you compare steel wheels to alloy wheels, there is a case to
be made for using either one. However, there are many types of wheel covers that can be used
on your Honda Odyssey steel wheel that will give them the appearance of an expensive alloy
wheel. One big advantage Honda steel rims have over aluminum rims is the price. Honda steel
wheels, being easier to manufacture, have a much lower price tag than alloys. Often they are
more half the cost than the cost of Honda aluminum alloy rims. Customer Support is available
to help you when you have questions about Honda steel wheels. You can contact them through
the web via email or phone. While there is no warranty on our steel wheels, if you do receive a
Honda steel wheel that is bent, we will replace the wheel. If your Honda steel wheel is damaged
during shipping, return it for a replacement or a refund. All products, companies, trademarks
and registered trademarks are properties of their respective owners. Manufacturer names,
symbols, and descriptions that are included in any image or text are used exclusively for
identification purposes.
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It is neither inferred nor implied that products listed are authorized by vehicle manufacturer or
is in any way connected with any vehicle manufacturer. We are OPEN! As long as UPS is open
we are also! Stay safe everyone! Keyword Search. Shop by Vehicle - Select Make -. Shop By
Category. Why buy from WheelsandCaps. Shop by Vehicle. Replacement steel wheel benefits:
Less expensive than Honda Odyssey alloy rims. Can withstand punishment of daily driving,
allowing for more resistance against sand, dirt and brake depletion. Heavier than Honda
aluminum wheels - a benefit especially in snowy weather. Great option for off-road vehicles or
work trucks. Select from replica steel wheels, reconditioned factory steel wheels or used OEM
steel wheels for your Honda Odyssey. Page Size: 10 20 30 40 Differences between Honda Steel
Wheels and Honda Alloy Wheels When you compare steel wheels to alloy wheels, there is a
case to be made for using either one. You can also follow us on:. We Proudly Accept:.

